Population pharmacokinetics of levetiracetam and dosing recommendation in children with epilepsy.
To develop a population pharmacokinetic model to evaluate the demographic and physiologic determinants of levetiracetam (LEV) pharmacokinetics (PK) and to suggest recommended doses of LEV in children. LEV PK were investigated in a prospective open trial of LEV as adjunctive therapy using a population approach performed with NONMEM (Nonlinear Mixed Effects Model) on 170 LEV concentration-time records and covariate information from 44 children between 4 and 16 years of age. Possible associations between pharmacokinetic parameters and age, gender, body weight, creatinine clearance, and concomitant antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) were assessed. The final model was used to perform Monte Carlo simulations in order to identify the dosing regimens that should achieve the same nominal target concentration range as in adults. LEV PK were well described by a one-compartment model with first-order absorption and elimination. Both LEV apparent clearance and distribution volume were related to body weight, and no pharmacokinetic interaction was observed. Monte Carlo simulations showed that a 10mg/kg twice daily (b.i.d.) regimen provides a plasma concentration similar to that obtained in adults for the recommended 500 mg b.i.d. starting dose, and that a 20 mg/kg b.i.d. regimen would achieve the previously described 6-20 mg/L target range for the trough concentration. Our results support the use of a weight-based LEV dosing regimen and provide a basis for a recommended pediatric dosage regimen. The relationship between LEV plasma concentrations and clinical effect has not been evaluated fully and could differ between adults and children. Clinical studies should be able to validate these dosing recommendations.